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The time-space location of an advancing front has been 
described in such a manner as to permit the calculation of 
frontal pressures when a heterogeneous (in permeability) 
radial system is subjected to water encroachment. A finite 
difference application has been developed to calculate these 
pressures at specified radial distances from the injection 
or production wellbore. These pressures have been further 
utilized to predict the pressures at the advancing front for 
different time intervals. 
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Equations which relate the pressure in a well producing 
from a homogeneous formation with pressures existing at 
various distances about the well are widely employed in 
reservoir analyses within the oil and gas industry. The 
relation is quite simple when the fluid flowing is assumed 
to be incompressible and if the formation is isotropic. 
Accurate description becomes somewhat more complicated when 
the formation is considered anisotropic.. In each case, how-
ever, the major portion of the pressure drop occurs close to 
the wellbore. 
1 
The conventionalapproaches for describing transient pres-
sure history in time and space are often exceedingly laborious 
and tedious to solve. It was the objective of this study to 
investigate a simpler, easily handled,pressure description 
technique. A matrix tri-diagonal solution has evolved. In 
order to calculate the fluid movements at various depths and 
pressures at various radial distances, the reservoir is sub-
divided into two or more annular rings between the wellbore 
radius and the radius of drainage. Additionally, considera-
tion has been given to permit each ring to be layered into 
one to ten layers of equal thickness. A series-averaged 
permeability of the first layer has been used to calculate 
the flow rate in the first layer with subsequent calculations 
of the time for the front to move the specified radial 
locations applied. Further, the method permits description 
of the position of the front, in the remaining 'heterogenous 
layers below this first layer for the calculated time inter-
vals. 
2 
Finally, the technique permits an estimate of the 
pressures existing at the various positions of the front for 
various time intervals throughout all rings and all layers of 
the formation. 
3 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Muskat1 , under specific limiting conditions, has des-
cribed a method to calculate pressures in two regions having 
discontinuous radial variations in permeability. 
Stiles2 , in 19~8, presented a technique for calculat-
i~g, in a linear system, water flood front positions with 
time where the vertical variations of permeability must be 
taken into account. The reservoir was assumed to be a 
layered system, one layer placed on top of each other like 
a deck of cards. It was assumed that the permeability does 
not vary within a given layer, but that it can change from 
layer to layer; Stiles has shown that the distance of pene-
tration of the flood front in any layer is proportional to 
the permeability of that layer. The mobility ratio, the 
porosity, the pressure drop 1n each layer, and the residual 
saturations were assumed to be the same in each layer. 
The study represented is an improvement on the work 
done by Muskat and Stiles due to the following: 
a) Series of discontinuous radial variations in 
permeability, between the wellbore radius and the 
radius 'of drainage, have been considered as com-
pared to only two zones cons~ed by Muskat1 . 
b) A radial system is assumed, which undoubtedly is 
a more practical assumption than the linear 




A. Determination of Pressures by Tri-diagonal Matrix Solution 
The basic expression for the steady state radial flow 
for incompressible liquids, with notations and sign conven-
tion as applied to a flow configuration illustrated in 





Q1 = volumetric rate of fluid flow for zone l; cc/sec 
Q2 = volumetric rate of fluid flow for zone 2; cc/sec 
K1 = permeability of zone l; darcy 
K2 = permeability of zone 2; darcy 
6 
F~g. 1. Ideal Radial Flow System 
h = net thickness of formation; em 
= pressure differential in zone 1 in the direction 
of flow; atmospheres 
= pressure differential 1n zone 2 1n the direction 
of flow; atmospheres 
u = viscosity of the flowing fluid; centipoise 
ln = natural logarithm 
r = radius from the center of the well; to the point of flow 
concern; em 
In arriving at Equations (1) and (2), the following 
assumptions were made: 
1. Steady state flow conditions exist; 
7 
2. The viscosity of the flowing fluid is constant; 
and, 
3 . Isothermal conditions prevail. 
Since the flow is assumed to be steady state, we may 
readily say that Q1 = Q2 . Thus, if we equate Equations (1) 
and (2) we obtain; 








Defining the variable ~ = K1 1K2 , Equation (3) can be written 
as 
or$ 
(Pl - Pw)a: 
ln(r1 7rw) 
(P - p )a: l w 
and~ 
P ~ln(r /r1 ) + P w e e 
Adding and subtracting the term Pw lnCr1 /rw) to the right 
hand side of Equation (4) we obtain 
which can be expressed as 
9 
(4) 
= P (lnCr1 /r ) + ~ln(r /r1 )) w w e 






Equation (5) permits the determination of the pressure 
at the first circular boundary when three pressure boundaries 
are permitted to represent the system. 
The concept can be expanded to the system containing i 
circular zones as in Figure 2. 
At i = 1 pl = p w' which is known -7 
lnCr2Jr1 )CP3 - Pl) 
i = 2 p2 = pl + « 2ln(r3/r 2 ) ln(r2/r1 ) ' + " 
o-{ ln{r2Jr1 )CP 3 - Pl) 
= pl + If• 0'2 
lnCr3Jr2 )CP4 - P2) A\ i = 3 ! p3 = p2 + ~ 0'3 
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fig. 2. Hypothetical Reservoir Bounded by an Aquifer 
12 
o. =a:. ln(r.+ 1 /r.) + ln(r./r. 1 ); and a:.= K. 1 /K .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~- ~ 
Any of the above equations can also be written ~n a more 
general form: 
ln(r./r. 1 ) ( ~ ~- - 1.0) P. 1 + P. 0 . ~- ~ 













b. = 1.0 
~ 
~ 
ln(r./r. 1 ) ~ ~-
c. - -
~ 0 • l. 
(7) 
( 8) 
The desirability of expressing the general pressure 
relationship in the form of Equation (7) is vested in the 
13 
ability to reduce the problem of numerical analysis and solu-
tion to the problem of solving a linear system of 'n' equa-
tions having 'n' unknowns by a tri-di.agonal matrix approach. 
To further illustrate this desirability, consider a 
system containing five zones and six pressure boundaries. 
The individual pressure relationship for each zone would 
follow the development of Equation (7) to yield: 
At i = 1. pl = p w 
i = 2 b2P2 + c2P3 = -a2Pl 
~ 3 a3F2 + 1 = b3P3 + c3P4 :z: 0 
1 = 4 a4P3 + b4P4 + c4P5 = 0 
i = 5 a5P4 + bsPs = -c5P6 
In this system, P1 and P6 are known boundary conditions. 
Hence, for the system·under consideration we are confronted 
with four equations with four unknowns; P2 , P3 , P4 and P5 , 
the values of which can be calculated by making use of a 
tri-diagonal matrix solution. 
If we now consider a system having N pressure boundaries, 
the number .of annular rings will be ( N-1) and u.nknown pres-
sures will be (N-2). 
For the (N-2) unknown pressure boundaries the tri-
diagonal matrix will be as follows: 
At i = 1 p1 
i = 2 b2P2 + c2P3. 
i = 3 a3P2 + b3P3 + c3P4 
i = 4 a4P3 + b4P4 + c4P5 
~ = (N-2) 
i = Ol-1) 
For this tri-diagonal matrix system, the values of 
unknown pressures are ·given by 3 
p(N-1) = YN-1 
P. 
0 ipi+l 
= y • -~ ~ s. ~ 
where, 
i = (N-2), (N-3) - - -- 3,2 
and, 
14 
= p w 















= b. ~ 
= d. 
~ 
where d2 = -a p • 2 w 




a.y. 1 ~ ~- , i = 3,4,- - - - (N-1). a. 
~ 
(SB) 
The previous development permits an annular pressure 
distribution determination with anisotropy between circular-
zones. It would be desi~able, however, to consider also 
vertical.heterogeneity within each annular ring. 
Consider, then, a system as shown in Figure 2. If 
the following additional assumptions are made ; l. e., 
l.~CThe pressure drop across the wellbore radius 
(\ ·· ).ilnd ra~ius of drainage is constant for all 
.Clayers, · 
2. No cross-flow exists between the layers; 
3. The oil-water mobility ratio is equal; 
4. The layers are of equal thickness; 
then each annular zone can be considered to have an average 
zone permeability Ki. This average permeability will, bow-
ever, be allowed to vary vertically within the annular zone 
between the hypothetical layers. Thus, within ring i, we 
would have Kij representing the permeability for the ith 
ring within the jthlayer. Each layer can be divided into 
a number of series blocks and the permeability can be per-
mitted to change from block to block and layer to layer. 
In other words, the system is a finite approximation to 
absolute heterc:;>geneity since within each block mobility 
homogeneity is assumed. 
As a result of the assumption that there is no cross-
flow between layers, the pressures at the different grid 
points can be calculated independently for each layer by 
making use of the general aspects of Equation (7) for t9e 
tri-diagonal matrix solution. 
In our system, the layers have varying permeabilities 
and, due to the fact that the boundary pressures are held 
constant, encroaching fluid from, say, a bounding aquifer 
would enter the layers at different flow rates. To calcu-
late this rate in different layers the average permeability 
of the layer under consideration is used. By averaging 'the 
permeability, the system is no longer heterogeneous. As we 
will see later, however, the concept of heterogeneity is 
reintroduced to calculate the pressure at the advancing 
front at-any particular time, which was one of the primary 
objectives of the study. 
B. Calculation of Average Permeability and Flow Rate for 
any Layer 
Figure 1 illustrates the system under consideration. 
Darcy's law for a radial system will be eonsidered to apply 
16 
17 
to either of ~he two zones in question or to the entire 
system. However, the same amount of flow must take place 
through each of the rings and/or through the entire system. 
The expressions for the two separate zones and/or for the 
entire system would be, respectively, 
2TIK1hCP1 - Pw) 
u ln(r1 /rw) 
2TIK2h(Pe - P1 ) 
u ln(re/r1 ) 
2'1TK h(P - P ) 
avg , e w 










Therefore, by solving for each of the pressure differentials 
from Equations (9), (10), and (11), and substituting the 
results into Equation (12), the following relationship is 
found: 










This relationship permits us to find the average permea-
bility of two blocks in series. This can be extended to the 
series in which case the equation is altered to consider the 
sum of terms for each permeable zone included. 
- -Now, let us say that Kl, K2, K3 - - - - K. J 
represent 
the average permeabilities of layers 1, 2 - - j. Thus, 
for the first layer, the flow rate becomes 
' ' 
(15) 
while for the second layer: 





Q1 and Q2 = bbl/day 
- -K1 and K2 = darcies 
,, ', 
h = ft. (net) 
re and rw = ft. 
u = cps. 
Pe and Pw = psia. 
Similarly, for the third layer, 
• 
7.07 K3h(P - P ) 
· e w 
u ln(r /r ) 
e w 
and for the jth layer 
Summing the following rates for all layers we obtain: 
- -
19 
= 7.07(Pe-Pw)(K1+K 2+- - -Kj)h 
u ln(re/rw) 
(17) 
The average permeability of the entire system (KT) is 
the s.um of the averaged permeab ili ties of the total number of 
layers constituting the system under consideration or mathema-
tically: 
- - - -KT = CK1 + K2 + K3 +---- Kj)/j. (18) 
Thus, 
-
7.07(jh)KT(Pe - Pw) 
u ln(re/rw) 
where, 
j = number of layers representing the system. 
Equation (19) can be reexpressed as: 
7.07h(P - P ) 
e w 
= 
or, for the first layer 
7.07h(P - P) 
e w 

















Q. l. = l. - (23) K.r 
This is the average flow rate in the ith layer which would 
maintain a desired constant pressure drop across the reser-
voir boundaries. 
C. Determination of Time Taken by the Advancing Front to 
R~ach the Specified Radial Locations in the First Layer 
The total volume.of water encroached· in moving the oil 
from r to r 1 , with notations and sign convent.ions as applied e 
to Figure 1, is given by the equation, 
(24) 
where, 
v = volume of water encroached J.n movJ.ng the oil from 
re to r 1 ; barrels 
= Flow rate in layer 1 as calculated by the procedure 
outlined under B; barrels/day 
= time taken by the encroaching water to push the 
oil from re to r 1 ; days 
Assuming that complete fill-up occurs, the total volume of 
water encrqached (or the quantity necessary to completely 




v = nCr (25) 
e 
where, 
h = thickness of first layer; feet 
~ = fractional porosity 
S *= fractional residual oil saturation after the 
r encroaching waters have passed 
Sw= interstitial water saturation. 
. . 
Equating Equations C24) and C25) gives us the time taken for 





- r )h~(l -1 (26) 
At this interval of time, the location of the advancing 
front in the.remaining layers can be determined by the sTep-
wise procedure explained under Section D. 
D. Determination of Radial Distances Moved by the Advancing 
F~ont in the Remaining Layers 
~tepwise, the following procedure applies: 
STEP 1: 
. * . 
. 
Evaluate the total flow volume through the layer 
under consideration during the time interval AT1 (which equals Qi . ~T1 ): 
S can be determined experimentally by flooding the represen-
r 









Calculate the distance of the advancing front at 
the end of AT1 from the entry point i.e. 
(27) 
r. is the position of the temporary front in the 
l. 
layer under consideration after'-rl'te time interval 
The rearrangement of Equation (27) gives: 
~~:. 
' . I 2 Q. AT1 l. 
r. = r 
'lfht(l ) l. e - sr -s w 
E. Calculation of Pressures at the Advancing Front in 
Different Layers for Different Time Intervals 
(28) 
Let us consider a system as shown in Figure 3 where the 
front has reached the boundary of the first block in the 
first layer. Alternatively we can construe that the break-
through has occurred in the first block of the first layer. 
Depending upon the permeability and the flow rate, the 
following cases arise which are normal to the conditions in 
.. ; 
•·· the flo<?ding or encroaching reservoir systems. 
LP\YE R I 
CASE: 1.. T 
LJ)..YE R 4' 
l 
F~g. 3. Possible Positions of the Front in 
any Underlying Layer at the Time of 
Breakthrough. in the First Block of 
First Layer 
24 
CASE l.: Front in the layer below is still in the first 
block. 
The pressure existing at the front is calculated as 
follows: 
By virtue of our assumption of steady state flow, we can 
write 
where, 
Q. = flow rate in jth layer 
J 
Kg • 





= radius, as calculated under D, of the temporary 
front from the center, feet. 
Cancelling the common terms in Equation {29) we get 






Equation (31) permits the definition of the pressure 
existing at the temporary front after it has moved a radial 
CASE 2: 
* 
Front in the layer below is also at the boundary 
of the first block. 
P . = P9 . which is already known to us by our previous J ,J -..1- . 
tri-diagonal matrix solution for pressures for the layer in 
consideration~ 
CASE 3: Front in the layer below is in the second block. 
For the zone consisting of Cr10 - r 9 ) of K9 ,j and 
Cr9 - ri) of KS,j' the pressure existing at the temporary 
front J.s calculated as follows: 
The flow being steady state, 
26 
* 7.07K8 .h(P9. - P ). 
,] ] (32) 
Equation (32), after cancelling the common terms, gives 
(33) 
Rearrangins Equation (32) we obtain 
(34) 
27 
All the parameters on the right-hand-side of the expres-
s~on being known, Equation (34) permits the definition of the 
pressure existing at the temporary front after it has 
advanced a radial distance Cr10 - ri)' r 8<ri<r9 . The dhanging 
permeability from block to block has been accounted for. 
CASE 4: Front in the layer below is 1n the third block. 
For the zone consisting of Cr9. - r 8 ) of K8. . and 
. , J 
(r8 - ri) of K?,j' the pressure existing at the temporary 
front is calculated as follows: 
Proceeding as in the previous cases, we can write 





Equation (36) permits the determination of the pressure 
at the front after it has advanced a radial distance 
Equations (31), (34) and (36) permit the determination 
of the pressure existing at the front when, at the time of 
breakthrough in the first block of the first layer, the 
28 
front in the layers below is, within the first block, in the 
second block, and in the third block respectively. The dis-
cussion of cases can be further extended to the situation 
when the front may have advanc.ed to the sixth or seventh 
block or possibly further. The pressure equation can be derived 
in a manner similar to that described in the four cases above. 
Similarly, the pressure equations can be derived for 
.... ,...,..,_ 
the next time intervals when the breakthrough has occurred 
in the second, third, fourth, and so on, blocks of the first 
layer. 
IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEM AND MAIN PROGRAMS 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
Referring to F~gure 2; the different radii from the 










HYPOTHETICAL RADII FROM THE CENTER OF THE 
WELL FOR THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Irreducible Water Saturation = 15\ 
Residual Oil Saturation 
-
15\ 
Porosity = 20\ 
Thickness of one Layer = 1 foot 
rg 
400 




Block 1 . Block 2 
400.00 410.00 
300.00 700.00 








- --------- --- -------------
TABLE 2 
PERMEABILITIES OF LAYERS AND BLOCKS OF THE MODEL 
Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Block 7 Block 8 
-
420.00 430.00 440.00 450.00 460.00 470.00 
400.00 600.00 300.00 200.00 350.00 500,00 
600.00 400.00 200.00 500.00 700.00 300.00 
53o.oo · 460.00 540.00 570.00 470.00 350.00 
550.00 560.00 500.00 460.00 520.00 550.00 
300.00 600.00 500.00 400.00 800.00 100.00 
550.00 450.00 500.00 450.00 520.00 500.00 
560.00 570.00 280.00 100.00 500.00 200.00 
800.00 700.00 200.00 100.00 100.00 700.00 
750.00 560.00 460.00 550.00 270.00 460.00 


























Program No. 1: Calculation of Pressures by Tri-diagonal 
Matrix Solution 
* 
A. The Input Data Required Are: 
DATA 
1. Bottom hole producing 
pressure (Pw or P1 ) 
2. Static reservoir pres-
sure (Pe or P10 ) 
3. Radii of annular rings 
Cr1 to r 10 ) or (rw to re) 
4. Permeabilities of the 
blocks (1 to 9) in layers 
1 to 10 
B. Program Discussion: 
SOURCE 
Assumed constant; 





EXECUTION STATEMENT NO. 





Evaluates Betas and Gammas as in 
Equation (8B) 
Evaluates pressure P(9) at r 9 
Evaluates pressures P(8), P(7)-
P~2) at r 8 , r 7 ,- - - r 2 , respec-
t~vely 
Prints pressures from P(l) to 
P(lO) at the radii r 1 to r 10 • 
This is not too drastic an assumption for a depleted reservoir. 
32 
The description of the nomenclature used in the program is 
as follows: 
INPUT 






Bottom hole ~reducing pressure 
Static reservoir pressure 
Number of radial boundaries 
b. Second data card: 
(R(I),I=l,N) Radii of N boundaries 











The output columns that are printed out are captioned 
appropriately to facilitate deciphering. 
It is seen from the pressures calculated that when the 
region about the wellbore is relatively tight, the pressure 
gradients near the wellbore are accentuated, whereas those in 
the distant parts of the reservoir are reduced; and con-
versely for a local high-permeability zone about the well. 
Program No. 1 
/WAT4 PTCS31AO,TIME=l,PAGES=l0 0 GOPAL V.N. JOA 332 
C STUDENT NUMRER 19685 GOPAL VIJENDER NATH 
-
--=----__, [) I ~ E ~l S J ON X K ( 1 5 ) ! R ( 1 5 ~ 1 P ( 1 5 ) , A ( 1 5 ) , B ( 1 5 ) , C ( 1 5 ) , AlPHA ( 15 ) , A E T A ( 1 5 ) , 





.- -- -- 5 ------- ---- WRITE ( 3,102) (R( I) ,-1=1, lo-t--- -- - - ---- ----- ---- ------·- ---·-- ---- - --- -- ·· ·-- -- - - - -------- --
6 WRITE(3,llC) 
7 110 FOR\1Alf//3X,•OUTPUT DATA 1 1 //3X,•THE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS IN PSI. lAT T~1 [ VAPIOUS GRID POI~T~ ARE•,!) 
- - s----wR IT r < 3·, 3001 ----- - - --- - - ---- --
9 300 FORMAT(6X,•BOUNOARY l'tlXt 1 BOUNDARY 2',1X, 1 AOUNOARY 3•,1X, 
t•ROU~OARV 4 1 ,1X,•BOUNOARV 5•,1X,•BOUNDARV 6 1 ,1Xj'B0UNOARY 7•,1X, 
2'BOUNOAPY e•,tx,•BOUNDARY 9'tlXt 1 80UNOARY 10 1 ,/ 10 - · -- 00 75 M=l,lO - · - - -----------·· ------·-·-------- --- ---- ---- ------- ---
11 READ(l,lOl)(XK(l),I=l,NMU 
C CALCULATE MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
12 DO lC I=2,NM1 
-- t~- J= ·f -1 ---- ------------------__....,- ------- ---------
l4 K= J + 1 
15 51 ALPH~(I)=XK(J)/XK(J) 
ln STGMA(l )=ALPHA(l)*ALOG(R(K)/R(I t)+ALOG(R(I)/R(J)) 
-- 1 7 ··--------- - -· !-' ( I ) = 1. 0 · --- · ·- --- ---- --·--· - -- -- -- ----- ·-·-
18 C( I)=-ALOG(R( Il/R(J))/SIGMA(IJ 
lq A(l)=-C(l)-1.0 
20 DC I )=0.0 
~1- to-CONTIN-uE· 
22 lCO FORMAT(2F1C.O,I3) 
23 lCl FOR~AT(l0F7.3t 
24 102 FORMAT(/2X,lOF10.5) 
2 5 --- - -- 0 ( 2) =-A (?) *PW · · ·-- --- --- .. - - - ---- ----- --- --- -· 
~·) 
26 O(N~l)=-C(NMl)*PF 
C CALCl!LATF PRESSURE-IMPLICIT-TRIOIAOGNAL MATRIX 
27 ~E1A(2)=8(2) 
- - za-- GAMMA ( 2 )-:-o ( -2t-t-Bf"f·A-(-2•4----------------- ---
2Q DO 2C 1=3,NM1 
30 J= T -1 
31 RETA(I)-=P.-(1)-A(I)*C(J)/RETACJ) 
--- --· 32 --- - - ·· ·- GA~MA( I)::: ( 0( I l-A( I l*GAMM~t-J ·)) /BYT-A-trt ------- - ----·-- --- --- -----
33 20 CONTINUE 
34 P(NMl)=GA~MA(NMl) 35 no 3C I=3,,_N~M~l ___________________________________________________ __ 
- -'36 -=N+1"" I ·-
37 J=N+?-1 
3R. P(K)=GA~MA(K)-(C(Kl*PCJ))/BETA(K) 
39 30 CONTTNUE 





w 43 WRITE(3,111) (P(K),K=l,lOJ 
- - -4-4 l-t-1---f'frRM-AT( -f4'XT:te-F-H....-3-,""'5~Xht,..i•+t-AA~Y~E-OR...._1 -r+-1-f+t .:,_--------------------------
45 75 CONTINUE 
46 CALL EXIT 
47 END 
-..,.,._.v - ~"'"'-~ 
~50.00000 400.00000 450.00000 
JJNOARY 7 BOUNDARY 8 BOUNDARY 9 BOUN!'M.RY 10 
[429.313 1456.710 1479.938 1500.000 lAYER 1 
1427.938 14.56. 788 1474.282 15 00.000 LAYER 2 
1398.590 1423.378 1473.482 1500.000 LAYER 3 
1407.235 1437.540 1472.792 1500.000 LAYER 4 
r43t. 4ttr 1450;818 I4 77-.-,q-R-15-o-o-;-uuu- ·-utvE~~ 
1287.436 1306.784 1440.865 1500.000 LAYER 6 
1459.293 1473.915 1487.C89 1500.000 LAYER 7 
- ------------- - -- -- ·- - -·-- ---· · ·--- ~ -
1396.58.2 1424.447 1484.792 1500.000 LAYER 8 
1368.231 1463.823 1475.653 15JO.OOO LAVER 9 
1392.425 1448.889 1477.598 1500.000 LAYER 10 
ES 
0 CARDS PUNCHED -- 10.96 SECONDS OF CPU TIME. 
w 
= 
FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM NO. 1 
******* *START* 
* * *****  
1 
***************** 
* . . . . * 
* READ(1,100)PW * 










* . * * READ(l,lOl)(R * 





* *  WRITE(3,102)(  











*  WRITE(3,300) * 
* *******~********* 
*** 






















* * * READ(1,101)(X * 






















* * * * 





















* * * ALPHA(I)=XK(J 



























* . * * C(I)=-ALOG(R( * 
* I)/R(J))/SIGM * 





* * A(I)=-C(I)-1. 


































* *  D(NMl)=-C(NMl * )*PE 









. . ~ 
***************** 
* . * ~ ~~(f)=D(2) ~ 






































* *  BETA(I)=B(I)-  
* A(I)*C(J)/BET * 





* *  GAMMA(I)=(D(I  
* )-ACI)*GAMMAC * 










* * NO 
37 
*** * * * * 











* P(NMl)=GAMMA( * 















* *• * *Dl** I=I+l * 
*** ***************** I 
! 
***************** 













* *  P(K)=GAMMA(K) 
* -(C(K)*P(J))/ * 




* * ! CONTINUE j 































* *  WRITE(3,111)  
































Progral,ll No. · Z: Calculation of Average Permeabilities and 
the Flow Rates in various Layers 








Radii of annular rings 
Permeabilities of the 
blocks (1 to 9) in layers 
1 to 10 
Bottom hole producing pres-
sure (Pw or P1 ) 
Static reservoir pressure 
(Pe or plO) 
Thickness of the layer 
















Evaluates the average permea-
bility 
Evaluates the flow rate 
40 
23 Prints average permeability and 
flow rates for each of the dif-
ferent layers. 
The description of the nomenclature used in the program is 
as follows: 
INPUT 
a. The first data card contains: 
Variable Name Description 
(R(I),I=l,N) Radii of N boundaries 










The output columns that are printed out are captioned 
appropriately to facilitate decipheri~g. 
Pro&ram No. 2 
/WAT4 PTCS31AO,TIME~l,PAGES=l0 0 GOPAL V.N. 
C PR8GRAMMEO BY GOPAL V.N. PETROLEUM 490 
JOB 335 
C CALCULATION OF AVERAGE PERMEABILITIES HETEROGENEOUS RADIAL SYSTEM 
. ....,rr---· 'TJT ME N$lt'1N--x Kt1?1 ;~RT1"5J;f'TE'NUM ( 15 J - -----------------
2 N= 10 
3 NMl=N-1 
4 READ(l,lOC) (R( I) ,l=l,N) 
- --5 ---- ---·-- t\NUM=ALOG ( R (10) /R ( 1)) ·-·· ---------------··--------------------------





11 WRITE(3 1 400) 
12 400 FORMATC//l4X, 1 AVfRAGE0' 9 /12X 9 1 PERMEAB1LITY•,5Xt'FlOW RATE'ti12X, 
- --- --------~ - 1' ( M I 1 L t DA RC V) 1 , 5X, ' ( B8L /OAY) -t 1/tr--·---------·~---- -·-
13 on 2c M=l,lO 
14 REAO(l,lCO) (XK(l),J;;;l,f\!Ml) 
15 DO 10 1=1 1 NM1 
~o K= t ·:t- r------- - · ·--------
1 7 D F. N 0 M ( I l = ( A L 0 G ( R ( K ) /R ( I J ) I X K ( I ) ) 
18 10 CDNTINUF 
19 DINn~~tDENOM(l)+OENOM(2)+DENOM(3)+DENOM(4)+0ENOM(5l+OENOM{6)+ 
-· --- .. - ··10E NOM ( 7) +nt:NOM ( 8) +0 ENOM t 9) l -- ----- -------~-
20 APMRL=ANUM/OINOM 
21 QTFRM:7.C7*APMBL*H*CPE-PWl/lOOO.C*VlSC*ANUM 
27 100 FOP~AT(l0F7.0) 
-z 3 ----~-WR TTE (39-~00TftP?tn3t:9QiER"M 
24 500 FOPMAT(/12X,F9.3,Fl7.3,4X,'LAYER•,/) 
7.5 20 CONTINUE 
26 CALL EXIT 27- END -
/DATA 
AVER AGF:O 
PERME/\BIL lTV (MJLLIOARCY) FLOW RATE ( BRL /DAY) 
=~~---""" ~~--··..,-- --~-~---------~~ ... =--· 
40R~)2_~------=~4:?_?~..!?_0 ___ L_A_V __ E_R_· ---"1~--------------
327.31A 26018. 540 LAVER 2 




Program No. 2 (Con 1 t) 
7t-6T;#o s 1or·crr·-. on-3'2"1. on-. --tt-tAhfH:'E:-cR~-.4.-----------------------
427.667 33995.290 LAYER 5 
··--- ---·- · -·--·- · - -- ---- ---
501.755 39884.590 LAYER 6 
--------------l~~-~T3 1~~-~~o---~LA~'~fE~R~~,r---------------------------------------
451.641 3590l.G30 LAYER 8 
~-- --~---- · - ·-· - - ··-· - ------- -- ···- -- -----
309.A72 24631.740 LAYER 9 
494.193 39283.480 LAYER 10 
----0 BJ ECT- C 0 0 f: -- - -- 16 2 4-·-a-y n:s tAR RAY -- A REA- t·-a-o-sY-Te-s-;-tJNUS-ED:::--"4.81~6-BYTt:s-----























* * * READ(l,lOO) * 





* *  ANUM=ALOG(R(l  











* * * PHI=.20 * 
***************** 
***************** 












































* *  READ(l,lOO) ~  
* ~K(I),I=l,NMl ·* 






* DO 10 l=l,NMl * 
























* *  DENOM(I)=(ALO 













* * NO 
* * *** 









* *  DINOM=(DENOM{  
* l)+DENOM(2)+D * 
* ENOM(3)+DENOM * 





* *  APMBL=ANUM/DI 





* *  QTERM=7.07*AP  
* MBL*H*(PE-PW) * 
* /lOOO.O*VISC* * 





* * WRITE(3,500)A 











* * NO 
* * 








:************·~·· * '·• 







Program No. 3: Calculation of Radial Advance and the Pres-
sure Existing at the Front for Different 
Time Intervals in a Water Drive Reservoir--
External Boundary Stationery and at Con-
stant Uniform Pressure 
A. The Input Data Required Are: 
DATA 
1. Radii of annular r~ngs 
2. Permeabilities of the 
blocks (l to 9) in 
layers 1 through 10 
3. Pressures at various grid 
points 
4-. Flow rate in the first 
layer 
5. Residual water saturation 
6. Resid~al oil saturation 
7. Porosity of the reservo~r 
8. Thickness of any 1ayer 
9. Number of layers and 
blocks 




















2 Reads S , S , ~, h, N 
· w r 
4-7 
16 Evaluates the time taken by the 
advancing front to reach the 
specified radial locations in 
the first layer 
23 Evaluates the radial distances 
moved by the advancing front in 
layers 2 through 10 for the time 
intervals calculated by State-
ment 16 
Setsthe meaningless values of 
XR(K,I) to 0.0 
48 







Evaluates the new p~essures at 
the advancing front 
Evaluates the pressure existing 
at the front when the front is in 
the same block (Case 1) 
Evaluates the pressu~e when the 
front is in the block ahead of 
the position of breakthrough in 
the layer 1 (Case 3) 
Evaluates pressure when the front 
is two blocks ahead (Case 4) 
Evaluates pressure when the front 
is three blocks ahead 
Evaluates pressure when the front 
is four blocks ahead 
Prints pressures at the front in 
ten layers for different time 
intervals .. 
The description of the nomenclature used in the program is 
as follows: 
INPUT 








Residual water saturation 
Residual water saturation 
Porosity 
Thickness of one layer 







b. The second data card: 
CQTERM(I), 
I = l,N) Flow rate in ten layers 
c. The third data card: 
(R(I),I = 
l,N) Radii of annular rings 
d. The next '10' data cards contain: 
( ( PERM ( K , I) , 
I= 1,9), 
K = 1,10) 
Permeabilities of blocks in 
10 layers 
e. The next '10' data cards contain: 
((P(K,I) ,I = 
l,lO),K = 1,10) 
OUTPUT 







The output columns that are printed out are self explan-
atory. 
The results obtained are plotted in Figures 4 and 5 
which show the position of the front in different layers for 
different time intervals and the pressures existing at 
various positions of the front, respectively. 
Program No. 3 
. - - ...,. - ~ t 
IWAT4 PTPT401A 1 TtME:1 1 PA_G~S~lC D GOPAL V.N. C PPOGPAM¥En F\Y GO.,AL VTJENOER NATH 
.· F. c"hf.Jijh~~~n~ 2F R~~&$·~ ~~v~~i~ r~ A M~~tR yR rvt R~SERX~kR ~xrERNAL 
.. R. l .. A · T T Il1 ·. ··_ ** * I) T C 1\N ON FO M P SIJ E 
1 DIMFNStnN QTFRM(l5),Rf15J,DELTtl5t,XR(l5tlSJ 1 PERM(l5,15J,P(l5,15), 1PN~W(l5,1Sl,VY(l5,15J,OELP(lS 1 15t,Yl(lS, S),oALP(l5t15),PNUCl00), 
21JJ l PJ 15, 1'5l, X l ( 15, L5.L_X? ( 15,15 l ,QQL..P...l_l~.l.5J 
JOR 104 
~ 700 ~K~lf fZ~! ~~~ ~ i01f,llHl' H9N ------ --~--~-~-~---·-·· . ···---~----···· ···-··-~ 
4 o~r~;3.14?~*H*PHl*Cl.~-SOR-SWR) 
.IS _________ RE.AOJl .• lC',OJJOTEPM_ll J.Tsl.lQ) 
~ WRJTF(3,~~)(QTERM(t),l:l,l0) 
7 35 FnR~AT(//~X,•INPUT DATA•,//~X,•THE FLOW RATF.S ARF 1 ,//~X,•LAYER 12 ' 
I,~q.l,//3X 9 'LAYFR ?=•,Fo.J,//~x,•LAVFR 1s•,F9.1 9 //3X,•LAVFR 4~• 
----------~~~:~~g:t;~~j~::~~;~e ~=:·f~·l·~{~~·:~~~~~ ~=:·~2·J·~~~~·:~~x~e.z~: PA 
4.1,//t 
8 WPTTFf3,P00)SWR,~OQ,PHI,N,H 
Q AOQ Ff1RJ:1ATi//~X.•PFSIOUAL WATER SATtJRh.TlON-=dtF4,?.,_/13X,'Rf.Stl"lUAL Oil 1 sATORATToq.t,~4.~,/7?ox 1 fpQROSTTV=*,F4.l,7 5x,~NO OF AVERs AND 8 2tnr.K~=•,I3,//~X,•THICKNFsS OF nNE LAVF.R=•,F3.t,•FOOT',//J 
C CALCPlhTTO~ OF TIME TAKFN BY THE ADVANCING FRONT TO REACH THF SPE 
C n _ C t F t E 0 P A 0 I Al LOt.All_O~L>.iS!.......LI.:.J.N_T..wHUJE"'---LF_.I...:..::RUIIISu.T---.lc..A Y..!..JEI&.!R.!-------------------
10 R'FAO( 1 1 600t (R. (I J ,1-sl,-Hn 11 600 FQQ~AT(]0F7.?) 
12 WQTTF(3,~~) . 
~~ t~a ~R~~itftr~~!i~tJipur QATA•.tll 
l~ Z:Q(l0l**2 
t~ ~n 10 t=2,N 11 V=P~ll-fl**~ A XX=.-Y 
10 )(:nN0~/0TF~~(\) 
20 DEIT(tl=XX*X 




C KN0WT~G THE TtMF 
C PAnJAL t.OCATJONS IN c QtSJA r~~ ~ v~ A 
O"f:l'- . K- 1 
XP ( I( , 1 ) 11:' 4 50 • 0 ~ 




Program No • 3 (Con '· t) 
27 1.''=77/f)~!QA4 
:>~ XR fl< , I l == S 0 R T ( .A R $ ( l-1 Z 1 ) ) 
:>q IF(XP(K,Il.GT.XRCK,I-ll)GO TO 878 
'-'n R7~ %! IP ':\Q ~-f. 7 7(K,Tl:l'.O 
:32' 30 cnNTT~HIF 
~~ 20 CnNT I"JIH: 
~4- WPTTrf3.?rn' .-. 
- -~ - . 
36 ?00 TO REACH THF. SPECIFIE 
_ _17 3CQ 
':\A WQITF(~ 400)(nF.LT(T) f=l 10) 
30 4f'O FJQ~Ai{{Y,lDFJ3,2,1X,JOAV~) 
4" WRITE t'3, 1 II\ l 
1f.l 75 FTTP"l-/lTf7T3X, •PO"S"JTUJN OF THE FRONT IN TRF OJFFERENT LAYERS FOR THE 
1 h!:\nVE TfMF INTEPV!tf.St,//) 
4~ WPTTF(3 9 000)(~fll-J),J:l 1~) -~"3 qcc _Fn~,...I\JJLL3_~ ,J ru= ~. z,4~,·J. .. ~.Yen 1 •, 11, 
44 W~TF(~,~OOJ{(X~(~JJ,I:t,IOJ,K=2tl0J 
45 500 FOR~ATf//~X,lOF~.2,4X{ 1 LAYER 2'ti/'3X,lOFR,lt4X,•LAYER ~•,1/~X,lOFR 
1.?,4X,•LAVER 4'tll~_xt QF8,lt4Xt'LAVFR ~ .. t,JI ___ ,x,to __ FR_.2,4X{'_L_AVER 6•, //':\Y.l~~R.2,4K,•t.AVFP 7•,//~X, OFR.?,4X, 1 LAYER 8•,/!lX, OFA.2.4X-' 
_. f I f '1 J\ t I '.)r o t £ t "t 1'1 t • 1-1.\ 1' Cl'\ 1 V • t 
C CAtr:UlATifJN f1F NFW P~F.SSURE$ AT THE ADVANCING FRO~T 
46 PF~"(l,~~)((PFRM(K,J),t=l,9),K•1,10J 
47 ~~ FnP~AT(9F7.0) -~ 
~~ RFAry({(72J({PfKtiJ,[•ltl0JtKaltlOJ 
40 72 FOPY~T 1VF7,2l 
~G WRITFl3 9 4~l 
~1 46 FnP~ATf//~~f'THF PPESSURES IN THE DIFFERENT LAYERS FOR OIFFERFNT T !IMF. TNTFPVA S APF*,//Y 
~? WQJTFl3,7ll 
51 71 FnP~ATf6X,•DFLT 2 1 ,4X,•OELT 3 1 ,4X,•DELT 4•,4X,•OELT 5 1 ,/l 
54 nn hr K2?,10 
r;.:; T'ID 7()m l* 2 ' '5 
C::6 N=l'l 
~7 ~Ml:N-1 




Program No. 3 (Con't) 
61 N~1=N-1 
6? YVfK~T)=PFRM(KLJ-Jl/PFR~(K,_ N-J) 
-·6 ~ ;:-11 DJr;-fRT\FTf7XRTf<,l,._J ,_, ---'-~~__._...__ ______________ _ 
~4 OELP(K,T)=P(K,M-1}-P(K,J-Il 




6~ Y1 fK, I ):DFPM(K,N-T) /PERI.1(K,NM1-J) 
7() n~LP(K 1 l)=PfK 1 ,t-f)-PL!-t.N-I rl XX= A (('lr; t R ( ~1- I J I XDfl<;J J ,---'-'-~-------------------
72 XXX=ALnG(R(J-Il/R(N-J)) 
73 XXYX=YY/XXX 





- 7q y·,-n<-;-r r:·p·r: ·p--~1 K9N~?-TT/PE I'H1 ( K, NM~- t l · 
~C O~LP(K,J)=P(K,NM1-Tl-D(K,N~2-TJ 
Al Ull=f\Lnr,(R(NM?-J)/XP(K,J)) 
~? Ill II I:: f\ l n r; ( P, f N M 1- f J I P. ( N "'1?.- U l 
R1 I.JIJIJlJ=UlJ/(HliJ 
R 4 T F ( X P { K ,T 1 • l T • R LJ- 1 ) ) G f1 T 0 4?. 
8c; 40 PNFW(K 1 J )=P(K,a.,-J )-DCLP(K,t l*YYY 
B6 r.r. TQ ~~ t\ 7 4' T ~-rYPTJ<r-=-,.t.,.,-.T"c ..... r-. """R -r( nN --v-y T", ~, ~,..,, n,.._,rl""lt"rJ ....,4,_..7..---- ---
AA 45 PNFW(K,fl=P{K,J-1)-(YV(K,J)*OELP(K,J)*PRRRt 
A9 r.n TO ~0 
oo 47 lFfXP(K,tt.LT,RfN~l-Il)SO TO 4q 
91 't9 ~~F"'dfK,{t=PfK,N-I )-QfllP(K,tl*YlJK.Il*XXXX 
q? I,' I I I' ~0 
en 48 p::f XP (K T) ,L T .R(NM2-T) )Gf1 TO '51 ~4 c;2 o~FW(K,f)=P(K,NMI-rJ-niLPfK,Il*Xl<K,t)•wwww 
2 ~ ~ 1 ~~c:·~·l~< ~ l ) = P ( I< , N M? - I ) - r) 0 L P ( K , [) * X 2 ( K ,( ) * UU U U 
97 c;o PNU(J)%PNEW(K,T) 
9R 7() CONTT~UI:: 
0 C'l WP I T E ( ':\ , 6 1 ) { P NU { Y t • I = ' • r; t 
1 0 !') 6 0 C n t-!T J N tJ F 
· 101 61 FnR~AT(//3X,4F10,2,3X,•tAYER •,/) lC;J STOP 
103 END en N 
/DATA 
p,.fflUIQ ~ T f.. 
THE FLOW RATFS ARE 
t AVtt<-t:t:- 3 2 473 • q 
lhYFP 2= 2~Cl~.5 
lAYfO 3= 44712,4 
tAY~R 4: ~6701.0 
LAV~R 5= 33QQ5,3 
tAVEP 6= 309q4,6 







Program No. 3 (Con't) 
_JtE.5JJlliAL.Wll T FR S ~TUP AJ 1 Or;J=Cl t 15 
REStniJ.«H Qll SATUR..aTtON:r0,1'5 
POP OS f TV=O. 20_ 
NO ~F lf..Y~R~ ANn RtnrKs~ 10 · 
__ IHli~'-~ . ESS._flF_fL~!:._U.YF_R_= 1. QF onr 
~lJTPIJT oaTA 
TTME TA~EN RY THE ADVANCING FRONT TO REACH THE SPECIFIED RADIAL LOCATIONS 
IN THE FIRST LAYER 
<.n 
w 
Program No. 3 (Con't) 
RAOtUSlC ~ADIU$0 rLttDfiJ~~ PAOJIJS7 PAOTIJSA RADIUS? RADJU$4 RADIUS3 RAOIUS2 ~AOJUSl 
0.0·1 C.~~ l.r'IP 1.52 l.Q(') 2.?0 __ ~~2t4!± 2.61~_1!JL i.74 f)hYS 
PO~ITlON OF THE FPONT JN THF OJFFEDENT LAVERS FOR THE ABOVE TIME INTERVALS 
------- ~-··~~-,·--~ .... ---- ~----.. 
The 0.0 values indicate breakthrough 
4'50.ro 400.(lC 150.00 "300,00 . ~5Q.O() __ 200.00 l'5().CO lOO.OQ __ 50.00 o.?'> LAYER t 
4 "i n • o 0 't 1 ":" • 4 2 17~'1 1 1'3-s-;-?1: 3 o rr;s r; , otr. B 9 2 4 r • 4 ;:> z I "CJ • 1 o 7 o 5 • 5 r ? uu:o 4 --r~v~z-
4'50.00 37Q.4~ 301.Rq ?lA.lR qg.6A ~.oo o.co o.oo o.oo o.oo LAYFR 3 
4~(j.~Q ".:\"3.0? 1~4.7<) 27lt.5l :n0.42 117.?9 30.150 O.oo 0.00 O.Oo [AYFR 4 
4SC.Ot 107.50 344.60 2Ql.OR 236.52 17Q.Q6 11R.60 ;1.33 o.oo o.oo 
-zt-J:irr. r: o · ".\ Pr;6n-:r77-;'11?-7·?1-;o~r?t;7~ 




Ztt50.Cb :;\ 0 4.~t; 1'37.7? ?7Q.51 21~.46 151.17 5t>.19 0.00 o.Oo C.Oo [AV[:R ~ 
450.00 412.63 ~76.59 ~42.30 '10.34 281.50 ?56.84 2l7.67 225.39 221.14 LAYER 9 
















Distance from the center; feet 
-+ 
150 200 2 50 - 300 350 
Fig. 4. Position of the Front for Different Time 
Intervals in Various Layers 












Program No. 3 (Con't) 
THE PRESSURES IN THE DIFFERENT LAYERS FOR DIFFERENT TIME INTERVALS ARE 
DEL T ·2 DEL.T 3 DELT 4 OELT 5 
1479.90 1464.78 1448.71 1428.54 LAYER 2 
14'53.69 14C·O. 67 1280.91 1070.66 LAYER 3 
. . 
1468.15 1428.81 1392.85 1348.18 LAYER 4 
1nTA.A~ t4~4-'6 14~5684 t~ee.o3 tA¥eft 5 
la'HLt.d~ ,,~l'i.JIIi'i 1?4'l.'l\t ll74 .. !H lAYER 6 
14~2.~e 146,.28 14,8.40 t4Y4.15 LAYeR 1 
147A.36 1418.00 1332.64 1188;21 LAYER 8 
I 
-. ..., ....,. .- .- .- a ____ JI __ J!I!IL-llll!ll.....__A. W A P" A n, .. __ft__..lllt,_M!!It._.,~. A-~ • - ---. 14 5Z • 06 I «t r U • :> l T~7Vi v' --l}f..i~l\'f3A4f9"'!'•~l~~ir--+t-iA~·~I' f::Hft--41!.,.._ __________ _ 
_, *"' 1 :t.tA 16:' 1 ~ El' 1 ~AI5-10 12~5- 07 LAVER 16 
OBJECT CODE= 7872 AYTES,ARRAY AREA= 11380 BYTES,UNUSEO= 30748 BYTES 
H h S P JOB STATISTICS -- 151 CARDS READ 















Distance from the center; feet 
-+ 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 l 
Layer 










6 . 8 12 1.7 12 8.1 13 9. 5 13 p 8. 2 14 o 7. 9 14 f'J6.8 14 74.3 15 c ( 
142 ~.5 1448 .7 1464. 8 1479.c 
2. 0 10 4.9 11 1.0 12 2. 0 13 b 7. 5 13 ~8.6 14 t23.4 14 7 3. 5 15( O.Cl 
107 .66 1280.9 140 J.7 1453.7 
7.9 12 1.0 12 1.7 13 9. 5 13 7. 7 14 ) 7. 2 14 ~7.5 14 72.8 150 0.0 
1348.2 1392.9 1428.~ 1468 . 2 
3. 6 12 ~ 2. 3 13 5.4 13 9 . 3 13 q. 5 14 31.4 14 ~6.8 14 77.6 15 c 0.0 
1388.0 1425.~ 145 ~. 3 147 ~.6 
5. 0 10 3. 0 111 8. 7 11 6. 9 12 1.7 12 ~7.4 13 06.8 14 ~0.9 15 c ( J.O 
1174.3 12 4. 3 1296.7 1409.~ 
6 . 7 13L 9.4 13 5 . 8 14 7. 3 14 9 . 3 14 p9. 3 14 ~ 3. 9 14 87.1 j_ 5 c ( J .0 
14 178.4 148 ~.3 1492 . 6 
8.1 10L 8. 7 11 4.1 11 9 . 8 12 1.8 13 6.6 14 ~4.4 14 84.8 150: JD 
1188.3 1332.6 1418.p 147 8. 4 
6. 7 11:2 9 .1 11E 0. 5 11 6. 0 12 5. 2 13 8. 2 14 p3.8 14 r5.7 150 : • Cl 
138 . 2 1450 0 1470. b 1482.1 
8. 0 120 7.4 12E 0. 9 13 1.7 13 9. 6 13 2. 4 14 8.9 14 t77. 6 150 :.o 
1295.1 1365.1 1421.9 1471.1.~ 
Fig. 5. Pressures at the Various Specified Grid 
Points and at the Front for Four Time 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Tbe .following conclusions were drawn based on the 
results obtained in this study: 
1. Theory indicates and this study shows that the 
pressures.ftif;r a --;elat,ively tight formation 
---:~ -- --
around the wellbore~ ~re accentuate~, whereas 
'··· ~~. .··•·•·· . 
,,,,,.;~gn,~se at the distant part of the reservoir are 
!:,:; 
't~ pressures existing at the front in different 
•,•. 
l~yers when the water from aquifer encroaches, 
and: moves the oil, radially in the reservoir. 
3. A 'radial cylinder' technique has been developed 
by which pressure transcience can be accurately 
described in a reservoir. 
~. The technique presented permits horizontal and 
vertical considerations of anisotropy. 
5. Extension to the n on-unity mobility ratios for a 
heterogeneous system is now possible employing the 
interim pressure points between we llbore r adius 
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR RADIAL 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW 
Darcy's law, with notations and sign convention as 
applied to Figure 6, is: 
~ K ~ = . A u dr 
where, 
Q = volumetric rate of fluid flow; cc/sec 
A = total crosi-sectiorial area perpendicular to flow 
direction; cm2 
K = permeability of the porous media; darcy 
u = viscosity of the flowing fluid; centipoise 
3E.: 
dr pressure gradient J.n the direction of flow; atmosphere/em 
For radial flow, 
A = 21rrh 
where, 
r = radius or distance from center, em 
h = thickness of bed, em 
68 
( 1) 
Substitution of 21rrh for A and separation of variables gives 
69 
.. 




dr 21rhK f = r u 
r 
w 
2nhK(P - P ) 
n - , . . ~ ~w . H!(( 't ~t~. ·. -u. lri( r ··lr } 






~(~,te.: ; . ln = natural logarithm 
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